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“Expertly told, without a false note.”Australian Book ReviewThis is a wonderfully varied box set
collection of six of John Clanchy's most recent books of long stories.With humour and
compassion, insight and generosity, Clanchy draws you deep within the world of his characters,
from the emotional tragedy of a terrorist attack, to the ridiculous, laugh-out-loud antics of a
gentleman with man-flu.“These are the sorts of situations you read or hear about and wonder
how the people at the centre of them cope. Clanchy explores just this, with sensitivity and
authenticity, teasing out the underlying humanity of his characters ... we empathise and are
encouraged to see the extent of human capacity to accommodate the unexpected.” Whispering
Gums“What an author Clanchy is ... His work has won major awards in Europe, the US, New
Zealand and Australia, including the Queensland Premier’s Award for short fiction and, on two
occasions, the ACT Book of the Year. Clanchy is widely acknowledged as a master of the short
literary form.” The Sydney Morning Herald“I encourage people to invest in a copy ... and be
entertained by an accomplished Australian author.” A&NZ LitLoversBuy John Clanchy’s SIX now,
and immerse yourself in the emotional and fictional world of an Australian writer at his best.

"These are the sorts of situations you read or hear about and wonder how the people at the
centre of them cope. Clanchy explores just this, with sensitivity and authenticity, teasing out the
underlying humanity ofhis characters ... we empathise and are encouraged to see the extent
ofhuman capacity to accommodate the unexpected." Whispering Gums"What an author
Clanchy is ... His work has won major awards inEurope, the US, New Zealand and Australia,
including the QueenslandPremier's Award for short fiction and, on two occasions, the ACT Book
of the Year. Clanchy is widely acknowledged as a master of the shortliterary form." The Sydney
Morning Herald"I encourage people to invest in a copy ... and be entertained by an
accomplished Australian author." A&NZ LitLoversAbout the AuthorJohn Clanchy's stories have
won many awards, in Australia, Europe, the US and New Zealand. His novel The Hard Word won
the 2003 ACT book of the Year in 2003.John's collection of stories Vincenzo's Garden won both
the same prize in 2006 and the Steele Rudd Award the year before.
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Where words leave off, music begins.Heinrich Heine

The Day Her Father Died‘Do you know what this is?’Her father always had his music playing.
Kate believed that if she ever walked into his apartment and didn’t hear music, then she’d know
he was unconscious, or dead. He even had it playing in his office – back in the days when he still
had an office – and merely turned it down, not off, if a client or one of the firm’s other partners
entered the room. She often wondered what people thought about this. Whether they, like her,
came away from their conversations with him unable to separate, either then or later, any of the
words he had spoken from the faint, brush-wing feathers of sound which had accompanied
them.‘It’s Baroque.’‘Good,’ he smiled encouragingly and waited. He had played this game with
her since she’d begun piano lessons at the age of five. At his insistence. She’d played a lot less
in recent years – the piano, that is.‘And it’s harpsichord...’‘Yes, yes...? Obviously it was
harpsichord, the tightening in his smile said. They hadn’t seen each for months, and this, she
knew, was the easiest means of entry for him.‘So ... I’d guess it was Bach.’A small, reflex frown
creased her father’s brow. You didn’t guess with music. You either knew or you didn’t. Still, he
was looking better today, stronger. Which meant that, for this visit at least, she needn’t bite her
tongue.‘There’s an awful lot of Bach,’ he said, his frown now banished by an obvious act of
will.‘All right,’ she made a further effort of her own then. ‘The Goldberg Variations.’‘You remember
how your mother always used to say ...?’‘Of course. Variations?... What variations?’‘She could
never distinguish ...’ This time it was his smile that had petered out.‘Dad, must we do this?’He
winced, and she saw that she’d been too sharp. But she was in no mood for Nostalgia Games.
Especially when he talked about her mother in the past tense like that, as though she was dead.
When they both knew that she still popped by (Christ, could you believe it?) every second day.
To make sure that he had everything he needed.‘Kate, please?’ he said, and made a small
gesture of appeal with his hands. His palms were still full and fleshy. They showed none of the
wasting evident in his face. ‘You always found this part hard, didn’t you?’This particular Variation,
he meant. The 8th involved hand-crossing, one hand playing above the other at the same part of
the keyboard. She’d never truly mastered it. Whoever was playing it now – Gould, most likely –
made it seem simple, as though it was a piece which anyone with an ounce of real talent could
manage.‘Any news?’ her father asked, as the slow tempo of the 9th took some of the sharpness
off the air between them. ‘In your life?’‘Nothing much.’ He always complained that the only real



news he got about her these days came from her mother, never from Kate herself. ‘I’ve got a new
piercing.’‘Oh?’She didn’t need to look at him to know that he’d be scanning her face – her lips,
her nose, her eyebrows, ears – appalled that something so obvious should have escaped him.
He’d always prided himself on picking up on details.‘It’s a vertical hoody.’‘A vertical...?’ he began.
As though he hadn’t heard clearly. Or had, and was now wishing he hadn’t.‘Hoody.’ She turned
her head then and looked at him straight-on so that he couldn’t evade or look away. ‘It’s a clit-
ring,’ she explained, keeping her voice as bright and hard as the small, double-balled, silver bar
itself.‘Kate,’ was all he said. In slow time.‘The bottom ball sits in just the right place.’He did look
away then.On the coffee table by his chair stood a column of framed photographs: the middle
one a stiff studio shot of the four of them playing Happy Families together and, ranged on either
side some casual, individual snaps that he’d taken himself: her mother on her knees gardening
in a silly hat, a small weeding trowel in one hand and the back of her wrist wiping the sweat from
her forehead; Robbie, caught between shyness and pride, standing on the concrete drive in his
first Magpie jumper, the bright zinc or aluminium studs on the soles of his boots telling him he
was at that moment, six feet tall; and herself at the piano, gazing up over the sheet music with
the sickening, helpless devotion that only an eight year-old girl could still have for her
father.Yucck.‘Can’t we just sit and listen to the music together,’ her father’s appeal wasn’t
directed to her but to the assembly of ghosts at his elbow, ‘as we used to?’‘It certainly makes
going over speed bumps a lot more fun.’‘Kate?’ he might have said one more time. ‘Was this why
you came?* * *‘And what did he say when you told him?’‘He didn’t want to know.’‘Do you blame
him?’ Libby laughed and shook her head, ‘Katie, why do you do this? Why do you keep on doing
it?’When Libby, of all people, knew why.She and Libby had been friends – more than friends – for
twenty-four years, from the day they were first dumped by their mothers in the same
neighbourhood child care centre at the age of three. Libby had had a blue lunch box and Kate’s
was pink, and they’d swapped. And had shared everything since. Once, a lover. Plus, of course,
they’d psychoanalysed each other to death over the years.‘When did you have it done?’ Libby
asked now.‘A week ago.’‘And it’s okay, no bleeding, no infection?’‘No pain even, can you believe
it?’‘And ...?’ Libby inclined her head in that gesture of enticement and seduction which Kate
knew so well. They were sitting on bar-stools in the kitchen of Libby’s flat, where Kate’d come
after visiting her father. From there they could look out to the distant hills, normally blue shading
off to mauve at this hour, but right now grey and, in places, even black with the prospect of
storm. The day was ending and they were drinking. ‘Is it for someone?’Libby didn’t say someone
particular or special. She didn’t even mention Giorgio, Kate’s most recent ex.‘Yes.’‘Biii-tch! You
haven’t told me.’ Libby withdrew the bottle from which she’d been about to pour Kate another
glass. Of the wine which she’d paid for and brought there. ‘Who?’Libby placed the bottle
deliberately on the bench behind her. Kate couldn’t remember when these games between them
first began. This mock withdrawing, this sharp anticipation of surrender.‘Me.’She laughed again,
in shock. Libby, who was never shocked. Then looked at Kate hard.‘Babe, are you all right?’She
nodded, and Libby fetched the bottle from behind her and re-filled Kate’s glass. Then lifted her



own in a gesture of celebration.‘Giorgio was a complete prick anyway,’ Libby said, but then
caught the echo of her attempts at a toast. ‘Not that that’s ...’ she splurted in her glass and raised
the tips of her fingers to her mouth to prevent more wine spraying out, ‘necessarily an
unwelcome thing.’‘No.’ Kate smiled back at her while Libby recovered. They were quiet after that,
content to sit there together, without speaking, watching the leaden light pool and thicken in the
blood-red wine. Their eyes meeting from time to time, moving slowly over each other’s faces.
Resting there, without barriers or demands.Kate could watch Libby’s face all day. Not any
particular feature – the nearly perfect heart-shaped bones, the foxy mouth, the cat-yellow eyes –
and not even the composition of the whole, but rather the constant motion and change that
played across it, the sun and clouds of its moods, all conveyed with the tiniest movement of a
single eyebrow or the deliberate, ironic flick at one corner of her mouth. Which, even as Kate
watched it now, was moving with the expression of some sudden new thought.‘Can I see
it?’‘What?’‘The new piercing, of course. Can I see it?’‘What, now?’Libby’s shrug said, Why not?
Her mouth was stationary on the rim of her glass, and she watched Kate over it.‘I didn’t mean
out here,’ Libby said aloud, and took Kate’s hand. ‘In my room.’Libby felt the hesitation in Kate’s
hand.‘Come on,’ she said and, heady with the wine she’d drunk and the gaiety of Libby’s voice,
Kate let herself be led.Entering the room, Libby switched on a lamp by the bed in which Kate,
too, had often slept, and said:‘No, no, everything off.’ Libby lit a second, smaller lamp by the big
mirror at the end of the bed. ‘To get full effect.’Kate paused in the act of unzipping her
jeans.‘Relax, K-t-K.This is you and me, right?’Kate lay on the bed, and Libby stood at its end to
one side of the mirror and out of the direct light.A moment passed.‘Coy, all of a sudden,’ Libby
said. She lay her hand on the inside of Kate’s raised right knee, and gently pressed it aside.
‘Won’t you let me see?’‘You don’t like it,’ Kate said. Disappointed when Libby had looked and
gone on looking, and still hadn’t spoken. ‘Libby, you don’t like it?’‘Ka-tie,’ she said at last. And
Kate knew she did.‘But ...’ Libby added, and the doubt which Kate had felt a few minutes earlier
came rushing back. She looked at the mirror herself then, and the small, hanging barbell, now
slightly askew from where it normally sat because her left leg was still partly raised, looked silly
and cheap. She would have curled off the bed and hurried to get dressed, except that Libby was
already speaking.‘Wait, wait, I know what’s missing,’ she cried. ‘Stay there, I’ve got it.’She darted
across to her chest of drawers and pulled out the top one, which held her jewellery. Her fingers
skittered about among the tangle of bracelets and necklaces, the earrings and trinkets which
she kept there. The baubles and beads which the two of them still often shared on nights out
together.‘No, stay there,’ she said again, hearing Kate begin to move on the bed as she
searched. ‘Ah, here.’She took Kate’s hand and slipped a simple circlet of rolled silver on her left
wrist, and then – ‘Lift your head’ – fitted a chain, also of silver with a pearl pendant, around her
neck. She pressed Kate back against the pillow, and went to stand again among the shadows by
the mirror. To look at her, and judge the effect.‘Is it better?’ Kate said. ‘Like that?’Kate saw Libby
nod her head.‘Sure?’Libby’s head moved again. But she still hadn’t spoken.‘Then, what?’‘K-t-K,’
she said out of the darkness.Which was suddenly torn open by a storm of light from outside. And



in the glass of her mirror any remaining doubt Kate might have had was burnt away in a shock, a
rush of pride as she watched the perfect irradiating triangle of light that flashed between the
silver at her wrist and at her neck and the jewelled bar between her legs.But just as quickly as it
had come, the fire was gone, and Kate knew that this was all wrong.‘Oh, K-t-K,’ Libby was still
whispering in the shadows. ‘Do you have any idea – any idea at all – of how gorgeous you
are?’Hearing the pain and strangled desire in Libby’s voice, Kate got up off the bed and went to
hold her.And would have done anything for her. Had she any longer been able.Libby, who had
done so much for her, been through so much for her. Had been there, with her, at sixteen,
innocently heading home from a movie in the city, when it had happened – and when Kate
understood, though she continued to deny it, that she had in her hand the key to the mystery
which had puzzled and saddened her for so long. The key to what had brought about such a
profound change in all their lives. Her father’s, hers, Robbie’s and, above all, her mother’s.* *
*‘Daddy, why don’t you play now?’ Kate pleaded. When she’d been practising boring scales for
hours.‘He does it to be cruel,’ her mother had answered for him. ‘To deny me pleasure.’‘Diana,
that’s not true,’ her father replied. Though, even to Kate, it was obvious that her mother had been
joking. ‘You know that’s never been the reason I don’t play now.’‘Yes, darling, I do know.’ Her
mother had put a consoling arm around his neck. ‘Of course I know.’Her father hated conflict,
especially within the family. Kate couldn’t remember him ever shouting at Robbie or herself.
Patiently reasoning with them, yes. Letting them know a better way to resolve a problem, at
home, at school, yes. But shouting? Never. Any disciplining that needed to be done was done by
their mother. Preferably when their father wasn’t around. There was none of the You just wait until
your father gets home which Libby and her other friends got from their mothers. In their house
Kate and Robbie would be more likely to get a terse, You just wait until your father’s gone out. As
for arguments between her mother and her father, they just didn’t happen. Even today, they
didn’t happen. Or if they did, they must take place in some underground bunker far out in the
desert, because she’d never heard one of them.Which wasn’t to say that sometimes her mother
didn’t push back, gently, against her father.‘I just think,’ she’d persisted that day, ‘Kate could
learn so much from watching you at the keyboard. Sitting with her, showing her.’‘She’s got Frieda
Miles. She couldn’t have a better teacher. I thought we were one on this, Diana? I thought we’d
agreed that parents teaching their own children ...’‘Yes, I agree that’s a bad idea. In general. But
just once in a while, as a model for her to follow ...’When he was seventeen, according to her
mother, her father had wanted only one thing from his life: to be a great pianist. Not a passable
or even a good one, but a great one. And, above all, to perform on stage – and to record. To play
with the best orchestras around the world. By eighteen he had performed on stage. He had been
a finalist in a number of competitions at the regional and the State level. His teacher had told him
that, with persistence, he could in time become a fine, second-tier concert performer.‘After all,’
Kate’s mother argued, ‘not everyone who takes up the piano can become a ... Vladimir
Horowitz.’‘Vladimir Horowitz?’ her father said, and Kate knew immediately that her mother had
picked the wrong example. Her father thought all the Horowitzes were terrible show-offs.‘All right



a Glenn Gould, if you like. All I’m saying is, there must be hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
people like you. Who would still be wonderful players.’‘Exactly,’ he said. ‘And I’d be the hundreds
and thousands plus one.’‘Oooh,’ her mother’s teeth closed, and she groaned.‘Can we leave it
Di? Can we, please?’Her mother looked at him. He wasn’t going to argue with her, his smile
said.‘Besides,’ he always had an excuse, ‘I’m too busy to do any playing.’‘Oh?’ her mother knew
this game. ‘And busy at what, pray?’‘Learning to become a first-tier listener.’‘How do you do that,
Daddy?’ As children, Kate and Robbie had been encouraged to break in on grown-up
conversations. It was good for their development.‘By listening to you, poppet. I’ll learn much
more that way than you ever could from hearing me play.’She knew he was teasing, but she
thought he was serious as well. He must have been, given the amount of time he spent talking to
friends about this, reading books about it. About ways of listening to famous pianists. And about
their favourite composers and teachers.‘But how could you tell if you were one?’ She couldn’t
ever work that out. ‘One of the best listeners?’Her father had looked startled. When he must
surely have asked himself the same question.* * *Kate had been eleven that summer her father
first got sick.‘But what’s wrong with him?’ she pestered her mother with this question, when time
had passed and he wasn’t getting any better.Her mother would claim to be busy or distracted
with something else. And brush it off.‘He’s just tired, that’s all.’‘But what’s he tired of?’‘From, not
of,’ she said. ‘Tired from.’ And that was that.But Kate had already worked out for herself that it
must be his heart, because the doctor he went to was Dr MacCreadie, Dr Stanley MacCreadie.
He was her father’s best friend, his oldest friend from their university days together. And he was
a heart doctor. Kate called him DoctorStan because she had found MacCreadie too hard to say
when she was small. He laughed and said they must find another name to call him. DoctorStan,
he said, made him sound like a Central Asian republic. Kate had no idea what this meant, but
she’d laughed along at the time because everyone else had. At some point he must have given
up trying to invent a new name because over the years she’d gone on calling him DoctorStan,
and often still did. As a joke and a link between them. Back to happier times.Her mother thought
that Dr MacCreadie was very handsome back then – ‘He could easily double for Jeremy Irons’,
Kate had heard her say – and he was tall, and dark and elegant. Such a contrast to her father,
who was on the small side, and blond, with, even today, a great cowlick of boyish blond hair
hanging down over his forehead. This, together with the light blue of his eyes, made him look
years and years younger than Dr MacCreadie, though the two of them were actually the same
age. ‘A man with looks like that, and the money he must have, you’d think he’d have been
snapped up by now ...’It wasn’t for want of her mother’s trying. Diana was always telling him that
he must meet this or that new woman from her work, or the gym, or wherever.‘Why?’ he’d reply
and flick a here-we-go-again glance at Kate’s father. Who’d smirk back at him. ‘Is she ill?’‘No,
she’s not ill. She appears in fact to be extremely healthy. And she’s a stunner.’‘My dear Di, the
only stunner I was ever interested in was snatched, as you know only too well, from beneath my
nose. By my best friend.’‘Hopeless,’ Kate’s mother would say, and pretend to be annoyed. ‘The
pair of you.’On occasion she was annoyed with them, though. When the pair of them snuck off



from one of her dinner parties and had to be dragged back from the study where they’d gone to
drink wine and to listen – without all that annoying background chatter – to some new CD or old
album he’d picked up. Music, for them, being a mutual passion.‘But if it’s not his heart,’ Kate still
wanted to know, ‘what is it? And why is he still going to DoctorStan?’The weeks and months
ground on, and still all they’d been told was that his heart was sound. There was no sign of heart
disease or damage.‘I’ve told you, they’re doing more tests.’‘DoctorStan?’‘Yes!’ Her mother hardly
ever got snappy. ‘Your father doesn’t want to see anyone else. He trusts Stanley implicitly.’‘You
said he was just ...’‘Tired. And, yes, he is.’ Though it might equally as well have been her, the way
she was sounding. ‘But the vitamins and supplements he’s taking will help.’‘To build him
up?’‘You’ll see. Now please be a helpful girl, Kate, and go and do your practice. You know how
the sound of that always cheers him up. And ...’ her mother called after her, ‘stop being such a
blessed worry-bug, will you?’When Kate couldn’t help it. Because some days her father could
hardly crawl to work.And then one day he couldn’t. His office told him that he was running
himself into the ground, and he should ease back, come in three days a week until he threw off
whatever-it-was he had. And later, when even three days were too much, they were
understanding again – ‘It was the least they could do,’ her mother said – and suggested he take
three months off, and recuperate properly.‘Why doesn’t he see another doctor? If DoctorStan
can’t fix him?’‘Because he won’t.’And again that was that. Except that the sharp way she’d said
this made Kate wonder whether her mother hadn’t perhaps made the same suggestion herself.
She thought for one moment her mother was on the point of admitting this, when Robbie, who
was eight and had discovered jokes, had to go and spoil it.‘If it’s not his heart,’ he chirped, ‘it
could be his leg, and he should see a leg doctor.’ Robbie couldn’t stop laughing at how funny
this was. And once started, he couldn’t leave the thought alone. ‘Or it could be his nose, and
then he’d have to go to a ...’Things at home changed a lot after that. Her mother thought she
should quit work and stay at home as well, to look after their father. But he insisted she mustn’t. It
wasn’t an issue of money. Her father was still on full salary, and as a senior partner in the office,
he shared in its profits anyway. No, the last thing he wanted to do, he said, was to crimp anyone
else’s life, especially their mother’s, just because he needed some time out.As he clearly did.
Most days when she got home from school, Kate would find him still seated in the same chair
he’d been in when she left, and she’d be too frightened to ask whether he’d even got up all day.
Or had had lunch. But he must have been up and about some days because she once found the
lunch her mother had left him crammed down into the bin under the fruit and vegetable scraps.
He was getting thinner and thinner, and a time came when he seemed hardly able to get up out
of his chair to change his music. And though she said nothing, Kate cried to herself in bed at
night, because she knew he was going to die.But he didn’t. He got better.They changed his pills
altogether – a whole new regime, DoctorStan called it. He took dozens of pills now, all colour-
coded and boxed away in plastic containers with dates and times printed on the lids. But they
worked. He stayed thin but gradually, and then very fast, his energy and some of his weight
came back, to the point where he was breaking his neck to return to work.Though her mother



made him wait the full three months. Just to be on the safe side.‘But what was it?’ This still
worried Kate. ‘That he had?’ Because if he could get it, and be so sick – just like that – then any
of them could.‘They still aren’t sure. All they know is that his immune system wasn’t handling
whatever it was.’‘But now it’s all right?’‘He’s much, much stronger,’ Kate thought she’d said. Or
something to that effect. She hadn’t paid close attention. Her worry had vanished as soon as
she’d heard he was immune again because she believed she knew what that meant. He was
immune, and nothing could harm him now.* * *It wasn’t true that Kate’s father had never touched
a keyboard from the age of eighteen. Even at home, he would occasionally plump himself down
on the piano stool and play along with her. But this was rare and spontaneous. It never
happened when she was practising or playing a serious piece.Kate gave her first concert at five.
She played Happy Birthday for her mother who was turning thirty-five. Mrs Miles had taught her
how to pick out the right notes, and she’d been practising in the hours when her mother was out.
On the day, out of the blue, her father had sat and joined in with her. It felt okay at first with his
hands playing alongside hers, but then he began doing all sorts of crazy runs and trills and
changing the whole tempo of the piece. She could tell he was willing her to follow him and for
one moment she was tempted to try – she could feel the speed and power of his hands driving
straight through the keyboard and into her fingertips – but she knew at the same time that if she
did try to follow, she’d lose the line of the melody altogether, and have to stop. She always felt
divided and lost in this way when she played with her father. He’d been right to arrange for Mrs
Miles to teach her.Kate didn’t know what her mother thought of these occasions, though she
suspected that she was their actual inspiration. Or perhaps it was merely the drink from the wine
bar where their father stopped off each evening – to insert a small interval, was the way he put it,
between the cacophony of the office and the sweet music of home. All Kate knew was that if she
ever looked up while he was fooling about with her at the piano – a nursery rhyme, a birthday
song, some new words for his version of God Slave the Queen – she’d find that her mother had
stopped whatever she was doing and was watching them. Not laughing as they were or showing
any intention of joining in, but watching intently. And biting her lip in a way that Kate interpreted
at the time as soppy but later thought of as sad without understanding why.Perhaps her father
understood because these games at the piano would never go on for long, but would break off
as suddenly as they’d begun, with him standing and slapping his hands, ‘Enough of this
tomfoolery!’ and going across to plant a kiss on her mother’s cheek. ‘Now, poppet,’ he was as
likely to call to Kate, ‘let’s hear some real music while your mother makes dinner.’ Which was
also tomfoolery because Happy Birthday and God Slave the Queen and a few exercises from
Hannon or Czerny were the sum total of the music, real or otherwise, that she could play back
then.It took something momentous – it took Robbie’s death and funeral – for her father to break
his vow of musical silence.‘I will play’ he insisted then. ‘I will play for Robbie.’ Though he also
confessed that this too was an evasion because there were simply no words, no public words
anyway, which he could imagine himself able to get out on such an occasion.‘Fauré?’ Kate said
in astonishment when he told her his plan.‘Only two sections. The Pie Jesu, and In



Paradisum.’She was twenty-three then, and in her final year at the Conservatory. Robbie had
died at nineteen, one week to the day before his twentieth birthday. They had lost contact with
him long before. They knew he was in Sydney, and he’d phone every second month or so – to
make contact with his mother, and reassure her he was all right – but he would never reveal
exactly where he was, or with whom, or what kind of life he was living there. He never spoke to
his father, either, or asked about him. He had been bullied at school and he blamed his father for
that. When the rumours and jibes had got too much, he simply dropped out – first from school,
and then from home, and spent his time drifting around with other street kids, alternately couch-
surfing or living in squats. Before leaving town altogether.The police in Sydney and the autopsy
report said it was possible that Robbie’s last hit of heroin had also been his first. The stuff he’d
used had been far too pure for him. The first rush had stopped his heart.‘But Dad, Fauré is
orchestral ...’ Kate reminded him – her father, the real musician – wondering whether his mind
mightn’t have been as unhinged by the news of Robbie’s death as her mother’s was.‘No.’ Was all
he said, and continued to sit, far removed within himself.She searched his shelves and found
that, sure enough, the Fauré had been transcribed for piano – the entire Requiem. By some
Bulgarian called Naoumoff, Emile Naoumoff, whose name did vaguely register, perhaps from
one of her lectures.Kate left the sheets of music by his chair, but he made no acknowledgement,
and in the days that followed, while they waited for all the procedures to be completed and
Robbie’s body to be released and shipped home from Sydney, she never saw him once so much
as glance at the music. He certainly made no attempt to rehearse what would be his sole public
performance in more than twenty-five years.And yet listening to him play in the crematorium
chapel that day – the pain and sadness of the Pie Jesu blending under her father’s fingers so
seamlessly into the bright hope of In Paradisum that she somehow missed the transition
altogether – Kate understood what he’d doing all those hours, those five long days of sitting and
waiting for Robbie’s body to come home. He’d been rehearsing the two parts of Fauré’s
Requium, perfected through years of listening, over and over again in his head.And that
morning, seated at the piano, isolated and alone at the front of the chapel, his blond hair
catching queer strobe-ish lights from the morning sun streaming in through the stained-glass
windows, he was sustained and kept upright, she could tell, not by any religious conviction or
hope of resurrection, but by the belief that if anything could still reach Robbie, then it would do
so via the tender threads of consolation now being woven about his coffin. And about all of
them.* * *Her mother and father lived separately after Robbie’s death. They all did. Though, in
Kate’s view, you’d hardly have known it, the way her mother continued to behave. Scurrying like
a mechanical, one-woman Salvation-Army-on-Steroids between them. Making sure that she and
her father had everything they needed.Like space?She must have wondered this aloud.‘Don’t be
so hard on her,’ Libby counselled. ‘Your mum was hardly sane herself that first year.’Following
Robbie’s death, she meant.‘I know, but it’s now been almost three. It’s long enough for anyone.
She should be spending time on herself, not on us.’‘For her they’re the same
thing.’‘Huh?’‘Spending time on the pair of you is spending time on herself. It’s what she’s always



done.’‘Well, it’s time it changed – time she changed.’‘Time she got out more?’ Libby was
determined to provoke her. ‘Joined a singles dating club? Swingers for fifties and over?’‘No!’
Kate was provoked. Libby’s mother was also divorced. But she was always out and about, wasn’t
she? Putting it out and about, was Libby’s take on her mother’s social life. Libby could be cruel if
she chose. Though rarely to Kate, who at this moment was trying to explain: ‘It hurts me, that’s
all, to see her still ... locked in like this.’‘It hurts you? Is this what this is about, K-t-K? Your
burden?’Nine months after Robbie’s funeral, her father had decided that he’d caused too much
distress. ‘In all our lives,’ he’d said.‘And now you want to multiply it?’ her mother had pleaded.But
he left anyway, setting himself up in an apartment – a mere four blocks from home – yet a place
from which he felt he had a better view of his own past, while at the same time granting Kate’s
mother a freedom she’d never asked for.At fifty-seven, he reminded Kate, Diana was still young
and strong enough, now she was recovering, to go on alone. Or to find someone.‘Have you ever
asked her,’ Libby went on pressing, ‘whether she feels locked in?’‘My father gets out and about,’
Kate pressed back. ‘He meets new people. He has friends visit him, stay over ...’‘K-t-K,’ Libby
sighed. She would never plumb the depths of Kate’s thickness, her sigh said. ‘That’s where this
whole thing started, remember.’‘But if she never breaks free ...’‘She’s not trying to break free.
She loves him. Why is that so hard for you to accept?’She stopped then. She had to. That last
question held such raw echoes for both of them. Still.For a time there (not a long time – four, five
months, that was all), Libby and Kate had made out together. Looking back, Kate knew it was a
period of experiment and rebellion for her: a chance to break the chains – of home, the
disciplines of the piano and the Conservatory, the burden of Robbie’s death and all those things
she understood and could face. Along, of course, with the ones she didn’t and couldn’t.It had
started in fun: a vodka-and-pot night with some friends which had ended with the two of them
staggering back to Libby’s place at three in the morning and Kate sleeping over with her, just as
they’d done so many times in the past. Except that this time, each of them woke with the same
question – they only found this out later – ringing in their fuddled heads. Had something
happened that night? Between them?‘Libby?’ Kate thought was all she said at the time.Libby
searched her face without speaking, then buried her own in her pillow, while her body shook with
laughter. Her shoulders and back were bare, and Kate was surprised to find that she too was
naked.‘Get up, you trollop,’ Libby said. Into her pillow. ‘You’ll be late for your lesson.’Libby was
studying too: in her case to be a social worker. Though lately she’d thought she might do more
Psychology and perhaps train as a counsellor. There was a lot of change and fluidity in her life
just then; certainly a lot more than was possible for someone locked on the straight musical
tracks of Kate’s existence.‘Make sure you brush your teeth well,’ she called as Kate headed off
to the bathroom, and then to gather her things for the day. ‘And take an apple with you.’They
closed inwards upon one another in those months. In what they came to call their vodka days.
They saw less and less of other friends. They studied by day, and at night took to visiting
different haunts, different bars, different dance scenes – in Fitzroy, in Prahran, St Kilda, criss-
crossing the river – searching out places where their transition, still largely unspoken and



surprising to themselves, was made to seem normal. Natural. After all, they’d been girl friends
since childhood, hadn’t they? As girlfriends they’d now just moved one tiny step closer. Or so
Kate told myself. And if she ever caught her mind straying to thoughts of where all this was
heading, she simply pushed them away. Just leave it, Kate, she’d repeat the mantra she’d learnt
as a child, Just leave it, and enjoy the music.
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Margaret Fronimos, “A Unique Voice of Truth. I read the paperback version of Six. What I love
most about John Clanchy's writing is that within the first paragraph I have a clear sense of the
narrator's voice and who they are. Each of the stories tells the truth of the human experience in a
clear, concise, witty, humorous, and honest way. The Day Her Father Died explores the
ambivalence we feel toward a beloved parent and artistic mentor. Vigil surveys the complicated
history of a cop who is neither innocent nor wholly guilty. Slow Burn is a brilliant study of the
insanity in the small things. Daddy's Girl considers the feelings we're not supposed to feel or
discuss. True Glue is an ironic review of all the unsaid things, and how we use other's truths to
make up for what we lack in our own lives. While House of Cards observes the real meaning of
family.”

Ellen Bush, “Loved. The book "Six" is the first book I've read of John Clanchy's and I loved it. He
has a real gift for showing human emotions up close and personal, with all their inconsistencies
and contradictions. He writes about life experiences with a nuanced detail which allows the
reader to be right there immersed in the stories. I loved his humour too. Sometimes it was direct
and laugh out loud funny such as "Slow Burn" other times it was more subtle and poignant such
as in the chapter "The Day her Father Died" I will definitely seek out his books to read more, he
is a great storyteller.”

Penny Hanley, “Five stars because this is a fantastic, riveting book beautifully written. I bought
John Clanchy's 'Six' when it first came out. I was recommending it to everyone and gave my
copy away. Now I've just downloaded a kindle copy and can't wait to read it again. Every story is
different and all the characters endure in one's mind. The writing is original and engaging, and
those characters really come alive. I'm excited about re-reading these stories by one of the best
short story writers around.”

Barbara Hamilton, “An absorbing collection. Well written and totally absorbing. John Clanchy's
stories involve the reader emotionally and the complex issues are left for the reader to infer the
final consequences. The Daryl story is a hoot.”

The book by John Clanchy has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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